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in the good old days, 
architects could plan.



but now, everything 
changes all the time!



… often in 
unexpected ways
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How is long term planning 
possible when things constantly 

change in unexpected ways?



Once I’ve built an architecture, 
how can I prevent it from 

gradually degrading over time?



What constitutes good in our 
context?



These questions pertain to 
governance. 
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evolutionary computing fitness function:  

a particular type of objective function that is 
used to summarize…how close a given 

design solution is to achieving the set aims.



guided



guided

architectural fitness function: 

An architectural fitness function provides an 
objective integrity assessment of some 

architectural characteristic(s).
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So what about governance?

Fitness functions provide the basis for 
governance.



System-wide Fitness Function



guided

The target architecture is the system-wide 
fitness function.



guided

Governance relies on these fitness functions.



guided

Our target architecture is now defined by 
outcomes rather than implementations.



Fitness Functions



What about some examples?



Cyclic Dependency Function

clarkware.com/software/JDepend.html
application 



Coupling Fitness Function

application 



Consumer Driven Contracts

martinfowler.com/articles/consumerDrivenContracts.html

http://martinfowler.com/articles/consumerDrivenContracts.html


ArchUnit
https://www.archunit.org/



ArchUnit
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coding rules



ArchUnit
https://www.archunit.org/

interface rules



Synthetic Transactions

Sam Newman

Building 
Microservices
DESIGNING FINE-GRAINED SYSTEMS

Use synthetic transactions to test 
production systems.





Putting evolutionary 
architecture into Practice
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1. Identify dimensions affect by evolution

2. Define Fitness Function(s) for Each 
Dimension

3. Use Deployment Pipelines to Automate 
Fitness Functions



Techniques

1. Database refactoring

2. Choreography

3. Continuous delivery



Evolutionary Architecture

An evolutionary architecture supports 
guided,  

incremental change  
across multiple dimensions.



Building Evolutionary 
Architectures

For more information:

http://evolutionaryarchitecture.com



Thank you!

http://evolutionaryarchitecture.com 
@rebeccaparsons


